
Document from F.M. (Sheffield)1

Editorial note: This document was written in August 1964 that is before the unification conference. 2 
It is therefore mainly concerned with the organisational problems and politics of the old I.G. 
However, the steering committee think that many of the questions it raises are still relevant to 
organisation. It has therefore complied with a request from F.M. to publish it.  Members of the 
steering committee will of course answer points raised, but it thought that it would be wrong to 
delay publication until these replies were written.

A CONTRIBUTION TO DISCUSSION

For a considerable period – approximately a year – I have had many misgivings about the general 
orientation of the I.G. and have considered resigning from what is called – quite wrongly in my 
opinion – the National Committee (N.C.). I have finally decided to withdraw from this committee in 
the hope that that I may be able to draw the attention of the comrades concerned to a group of 
circumstances which appear to me to be relevant to the building of a Marxist Organisation in Britain.
My decision was made for me, almost, at a sterile abortive discussion on finance. This was a basically
non-political and sterile affair which finally resolved itself into comrades turning inwards, and 
virtually upbraiding one another for not giving more. The meeting’s non-political content almost 
struck a Messianic note where people were giving “tithes of all I possess”. It only needed a comrade 
to stand up and say “God be merciful to me a sinner”, and the parable would have been complete! 
At this point, after a couple of what could only be called “interventions” (a haute voix) by a young 
man who was totally unknown to me, I felt it necessary to enquire who the young comrade was. 
Pressure of time forced us to quit the room, and as existing circumstances would seem to indicate a 
weekend of sterile bickering, with myself as the centre piece, I felt it necessary to consider it 
necessary, in the interests of immediate harmony, to consider my position overrun and withdrew.

I have mentioned this circumstance because it is, although seemingly small, of considerable 
significance – as I propose to show a little later.  It is necessary first of all to discuss briefly the 
position of Marxism generally in Britain and the position which the I.G. finds it itself in today. Many 
of the things which I am about to say are well known to you, but in the pressure of every day work 
there is a tendency to recall them only when reminded and to lose sight continually of the very 
reasons for our existence. There is a tendency to think that because work at the centre is vigorous 
and even hectic the same applies elsewhere. And thus to “generalise on one particular”, and assume
that the organisation is developing fairly well.

Marx is reputed to have said that the high road to the solution of any problem is the posing of the 
problem, and I am not so sure that at this stage we have posed the problem – or if we have, that we 
necessarily posed it correctly.

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

The problem is the building of national revolutionary parties as sections of the Fourth International –
and the central task of this transitional epoch is precisely how we are going to do this.  It is clear that
the aim of any revolutionary leadership should be to work according to a carefully devised and 
systematic plan which is apparent to the members and which can be discussed, added to, amended, 
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or completely changed according to the conditions at a fixed time. It is equally clear that an incipient
Marxist organisation which neglects to work on a clearly defined orientation and line of march will 
“mill round”, stagnate, and ultimately turn inward, heaping blame on honest cadres who see the 
issue only through a fog, no matter how massive their personal integrity. It is my opinion that this is 
the position which, if it is not here already is rapidly approaching.

THE OBJECTIVE POLITICAL CIRCUMSTANCES

There is a well-known tutorial axiom in the teaching profession which tells a student that, if a lesson 
is not a success, he or she should not blame the class but “should look elsewhere for the reasons”: 
possibly it would not be amiss for us to learn from this, and analyse whether we have done our 
preparation correctly. In Section VI of the document “Perspectives of the Workers Movement in 
Europe and our tasks”3 it says in part, in Paragraph 38 as follows: “….  The way we have been 
relatively blocked in various countries is due in the final analysis neither to unfavourable objective 
conditions not to political or tactical errors – all minor, quickly corrected, and relatively unnoticed by
the broader vanguard – nor event to hesitations about orientation toward the mass movement. (by 
and large overcome for nearly 10 years now). It is due in a large degree to weakness in organisation, 
i.e., in leadership: the instability of staff, periodic loss of members, too low a level of politicalisation, 
the lack of hardened and fully formed cadres; irresponsibility of splits over divergences that could 
have been resolved in time within the framework of a single organisation.”

It is the opinion of the present writer that this statement is basically correct, and that the last 
sentence is profoundly true, and carries with it very useful lessons for the I.G. I propose therefore to 
examine it under a group of headings (*Headings marked thus are drawn from the quotation given 
above) drawn directly from it – and with particular reference to our present ‘impasse” for that, in my
opinion, is the serious position which, despite the noblest of political intentions, we find ourselves 
in.  In our own group document “Perspectives for Britain and our tasks” we say, “The major political 
tasks of our group in the coming twelve months are building the left in the Labour Party and the 
building of our Trotskyist cadres.” – In fact, given our slender resources, we are spending far too 
much time on the first and not nearly enough on the second. But first of all let us look at the general 
objective political situation briefly.

THE GENERAL SITUATION

There is neither time nor necessity to deal with this at length. Suffice it to say that it is characterised 
by opportunities for the Marxists which have never before been seen by any of us, and we have 
every right to face the future with optimism and confidence – a confidence however which will be 
deflated rapidly if we fail to organise properly. The political conditions which should give us great 
confidence are a conjuncture of the following:

A) In Britain

1. A well fed and militant working class, temporarily swinging away from the Tories.

2. A Centrist left wing in the Labour Party, avid for leadership, and at present in a measure 
of disarray due to Wilson etc.

3. The C.P. in disarray, reeling under the twin blows from the 20th Congress revelations and 
the Great Debate.

3 Extracts of which are available online at https://www.marxists.org/history/etol/newspape/fi-is/n08-winter-
1959-60-fi-is.pdf



4. A Labour Party right wing which will fail the workers when elected.

B) On a world scale

1) The developing revolution in Asia, Latin America, Africa, largely at present under petit-
bourgeois leadership

2) The utter disarray of the world’s communist parties characterised by the Great Debate 
and the failure of the U.S.S.R. to play any significant role in the world revolution.

3)  characterised by adventurism, “brinkism”, and increased stridency in international 
affairs.

THE MARXIST LEFT

For the purposes of the discussion this grouping is composed of the S.L.L.4 R.S.L. and the I.G. and we 
must accept that all those in varying and debateable degrees are orientated to Trotskyism. The first 
one the S.L.L. is undoubtedly seizing all the opportunities and the other two are floundering badly in 
its wake and refusing to accept political reality regarding the S.L.L. (I have myself in numerous and 
endless argument, particularly with C.K. J.P. and A.A.5, continually pointing out to these comrades – 
who clearly resented my continued raising of this subject – to the effect that this organisation was 
growing by leaps and bounds: they all – and the young comrades they influenced – insisted, despite 
all the evidence to the contrary, that this organisation was dying – witness the comrades who left; 
Fryer, Daniels, Pennington, Behan6 et al. We should study about the S.L.L. what it is that has enabled 
it to expand and grow while we have remained incipient. It is useless to allow political venom to 
dictate our conclusions. We must draw the correct lessons. I shall, towards the end of this 
contribution, make certain suggestions which I think must be carried out – and carried out soon if we
are not to allow many more – young people, especially – to enter the sterile ranks of the S.L.L. 
because we offer them no visible prospect of healthy growth.

THE R.S.L. AND THE I.G.

We are at present engaged in an attempt at unity with the R.S.L.. There is a note of desperation 
about the attempt at unification and this is born of the complete incapacity of both organisations, 
due to ineffectual leadership, to grow separately. We should not waste much time on this attempt at
unity: if it comes easily, on terms acceptable to us we should welcome it, but we should not fritter 
away energy on a group of people whose political venom has hampered the growth of Marxism for 

4 Socialist Labour League (S.L.L.) 

5 Ken Coates, Pat Jordan, Alex Acheson

6 Peter Fryer, John Daniels, Bob Pennington, Brian Behan



years: they will not change their ways overnight. I am far more interested in new cadres than the 
hysteria of G.T.7 and co. It is safe to say that if we had grown, and were growing (as we hoped we 
would) we would never have bothered about attempts at unity with such a small, sterile grouping 
and it is equally safe that if they had grown (as, for instance, the S.L.L. have) they would never have 
bothered about us.  This attempt at unity is due almost completely to the ineffectuality of both 
organisations which find themselves increasingly in crisis – and refuse to admit it. This refusal 
precludes the taking of correct measures to halt the crisis and bring about new and healthy political 
growth.

“WEAKNESS IN ORGANISATION, i.e. IN LEADERSHIP” *

This attempt at reunification is symptomatic of a frame of mind nurtured by crisis, which seeks to 
produce growth by grafting other groups onto our body. This is in every case characterised by a 
failure to integrate and assimilate an eventual political vomiting and a weakened and “explanation 
ridden” body politic. Let us give two very clear examples – from which we appear to have learned 
nothing. Without any consultation – certainly none that I was involved in – a group of cadres from 
Glasgow8 are attached to us. On my first meeting with them I had occasion to gently rebuke a young 
and overconfident comrade (BB)9 for his exotic language. (he accused J.P. of “selling the workers 
down the river”) It was not long before B.B. and co matched the exoticism of their language by 
exoticism in political action. They have gone.  To this day, although a member of the so-called 
National Committee, I know almost nothing of this. If you were to ask me why they were attached I 
don’t know: if you asked me why they were detached, I am in a similar unknowledgeable quandary. I
assume P.J. and C.K. know.

On another occasion I turned up and found myself in intimate political conclave with a group of 
London comrades (ex R.S.L.) and I innocently accepted them. I should have had more sense. After a 
prolonged bout of political retching (the only part I, as a member of the NC played was to mobilise 
enough comrades, and move their removal) we again vomited10. I suspect another graft which will 
fail to “take” is now in progress, and thus I cannot mobilise any enthusiasm.  If we had organised 
better – and this includes myself – we would not be setting store by these political grafting 
operations which leaves us in a more weakened condition than before the operation.

TOO LOW A LEVEL OF POLITICALISATION *

I am painfully aware that we leave far too much to J.P. and that it is very difficult for him to consult 
us. There are, however, certain elementary steps of organisation which many of us have asked for, 
for years. They are always accepted, but nothing more is heard of them. The basic one without 

7 Ted Grant, leader of the R.S.L.

8 This presumably refers to the Left Fraction in Glasgow whose most prominent member was Harry Selby

9 Almost certainly this refers to Brian Biggins, a supporter of the Left Fraction 

10 This seems to refer to a group of supporters of the ideas of Juan Posadas!  An obituary of one of those 
involved is here : http://posadiststoday.com/775-2/



which no Marxist organisation can possibly grow is a plan for Marxist education. This is fundamental,
and to lose sight of this means that, quite innocently albeit, we have temporarily lost sight of our 
“raison d’etre”. It is necessary forthwith to plan such a programme which the whole organisation – 
small though it may be – must study. The S.L.L. never neglect this aspect: even though much that 
they are taught is wrong, it ensures growth and devotion.

THE LACK OF HARDENED AND FULLY DEVELOPED CADRES *

This low level of politicalisation invariably results in a tendency towards administrative methods and 
an ultimate turning inwards to explain the ensuing lack of growth. Thus it is clear that comrades – 
even mature comrades, who are frustrated – begin to “round” on one another and demand that a 
process of “going to confession” is engaged in – especially where finance is involved. At this point 
usually circulars appear to remind comrades of their duties to the organisation: of their failure to 
engage in financial martyrdom, etc. Such methods are no substitute for the political indoctrination of
new cadres, and are a measure of our failure to teach Marxism with all its concomitant virtues and 
strengths. Of course it is necessary, on occasion, to do this in the midst of political work: of course it 
is necessary to have a minimum dues system.  It is, however, no substitute for the organised political
collection of the minimum dues to demand of the leading core of comrades who are already grossly 
overburdened with expenses for manifold political literature, etc. that they should increase their 
political grant to the point of embarrassment. The essential apolitical sterility of this approach was 
to me the final straw which prompted this attempt to grapple with the political problems which 
confront us as a group. The lack of Marxist education has led to our small organisation laying 
disproportionate emphasis on our younger comrades. I was disturbed at a first N.C. meeting to find a
preponderance of youthful comrades dominating the discussion. The N.C. has a preponderance of 
young comrades of splendid integrity and little political experience. Membership of a Marxist N.C. is 
not a prize for hard work or dutiful turning of the Gestetner handle. I cannot accept that that 18 
months devoted enthusiasm is any justification for a position on our most important committee. I 
am well aware that as most of our comrades are young I am liable to incur their democratic wrath, 
and that, as they constitute a majority, my viewpoint can well be discountenanced by them.  It is a 
viewpoint born of experience and integrity and must be given. I was never consulted by the leading 
core of the old N.C. concerning what we should want on the incoming N.C. – and regard as the 
hallmark of irresponsibility the fact that the N.C. meetings are so immature and apolitical. Youthful 
fervour is a splendid and welcome addition to any organisation: it is however no substitute for 
political maturity and organisational experience and, once again, savours of a note of crisis and 
desperation. The situation does not demand desperation. It is immaturity which, lacking depth and 
experience, creates crisis where none exists.

Thus one young and well-meaning comrade in the discussion of finance said with vehemence that 
they “should give’em one month’s grace, then out” This was accepted as a serious contribution 
when no one attacked this infantile approach I took it up – only to be assailed from all sides by the 
young comrades present. It was at this point that I noticed the extreme youth and inexperience of 
this so-called “extended N.C.” If we are to grow, a much more serious approach to what constitutes 
an N.C. must be engaged in. It is no help to our young comrades in the long run to allow them to 
swamp us with inexperience. I am deeply convinced that if the correct explanations are given to 
them they will be accepted. There are occasions when we must risk unpopularity if we are seriously 
minded people.



STEPS TO BE TAKEN 

Our organisational casualness came home to me recently in the Steering Committee minutes of June
20th. It appears that K.G.11, former K.L.12 editor had applied for membership, and, it went on “is going 
to organise a school for the Group in Scotland…. K.G. is also interested in joining the R.S.L. and is 
going to fight for dual membership.

In the minutes of 29.6.64 under “Membership” it said:

“The application of K.G. to join the I.G. has been accepted …his application to join the latter (R.S.L.) 
has been turned down.” It would appear that this young comrade was rapidly accepted to 
membership, and though an ex-leading S.L.L.er is immediately thought fit to be on our “extended 
N.C.”.

Although I am a NC member I was never consulted about this in any way and found myself having to 
state at the “extended N.C.” that I didn’t know the comrade who made such forthright contributions 
(a haute voix).

Have we learned nothing from Glasgow and London? K.G. may be a splendid young comrade: a 
veritable Lenin: but no one had any right whatsoever to have him present at that meeting so quickly.
This is complete irresponsibility of such a nature that it almost makes one despair. Surely we must 
have a probationary period for leading S.L.L.ers who defect. Such naïve enthusiasm has nothing in 
common with mature political growth. It is veritably clutching at straws, and, one again, like the 
political grafting, savours of desperation, “and is going to organise a school for the group”. This 
before he is even accepted!!!

A PLETHORA OF LEFT WING JOURNALS

Our basic orientation is at present to the weekly and we play some role in many other journals such 
as Young Guard, Union Voice, New Left Review, International Socialist Journal etc. It is probable that 
we take the New Statesman, Tribune, international Socialist Review, Fourth International (both), 
Newsletter, The Militant etc. (and the daily papers).

It is possible that we are getting lost in this welter of left wing journals and have somewhat lost our 
way. I think this is so, and would like point out where I believe we are wrong. I am sure we are all 
gravely dissatisfied with our rate of growth, and that, first of all we should openly state that this 
among ourselves and then carefully arrange a major discussion on it.

THE WEEKLY

Our main work centres round this journal13 which now dominates our activity.

It is intended to help to build the left wing of the Labour Party and enable us to win over to us from 
this periphery occasional cadres who have moved or are moving towards us. I am deeply convinced 
that this orientation is profoundly wrong and flows from our general organisational ineptitude which
flows in turn from lack of basic political discussion in our organisation. We are helping to build the 
Social Democratic left and are failing to build the Marxist left.

11 Refers to Gavin Kennedy

12 Keep Left – youth paper of the S.L.L.

13 Refers to “The Week”



We cannot afford to do this unless we can manage to publish at the same time a journal of our own. 
It is absolutely necessary that we begin to produce a journal – no matter how small – which carried 
our own essential viewpoint on affairs and which can give substance to our cadres and carry our line 
to people who are on our periphery. This is the essential difference between us – organisationally – 
and the S.L.L. and is the fundamental reason why they have grown and we have not. In order to 
protect ourselves we should withdraw a cadre of comrades from the Labour Party to produce a 
journal for public sale. If we cannot manage this at present we must steadily work towards it; we 
must have a clear line of march, and it must be a line that directly builds up the group around an 
open (maybe typed, like the weekly) publication. This paper would not, of course, belong publicly to 
an organisation but, like for instance Tribune, would be an independent journal of the left. It would 
pose for us all kinds of problems – as for instance who could sell it and to whom – but it would help 
to clarify the issues for us all and would act as an organiser for the group. I am deeply convinced that
if the situation demanded that we must make a choice between the weekly and this new journal 
then, although sadly, the weekly must go, and no matter how small in format and members, the new
Marxist Journal (carefully named) must take precedence.

DIVISION OF LABOUR

One other aspect of our work which we would have to make decisions on i.e. collective decisions – is
the extent to which leading comrades should become embroiled in multifold activities all at the 
same time. It is manifestly impossible for any comrade, no matter how dynamic or politically 
intelligent, to have a finger in every political pie – or journal – to conduct every-day work, attend 
meetings of many kinds, etc. etc. Experience surely shows that the demands on comrades at the 
centre are such that the individual cannot be allowed to make decisions unilaterally concerning his 
work. It is less than useless to say that there is so much work to be done: we are not in the midst of a
revolution: we are not expecting the “3 o’clock knock”: we have time to rationalise and cut our coat 
according to our cloth.  It is useless to run before we can properly walk, unless we prefer stumbling 
to gradual acceptable acceleration based on careful, controlled planning. It is, for instance, quite 
childish to expect our tiny organisation to act though it is a fully fledged mature political (word 
missing), which although short of cash, cannot send delegates abroad except on very rare occasions. 
It is futile to allow comrades to get into personal debt, no matter how keenly they wish to serve the 
organisation by risking doing so. Such conduct usually results in recrimination, “holier than thouism” 
etc.

SUMMARY

What then, in my opinion, must we do?

I think the following may be of some help and possible help in any ensuing discussion :-

1) A Marxist journal – weekly or fortnightly

2) An educational programme

3) A general discussion on what constitutes a balanced National Committee.

4) Decisions of fundamental important (i.e. admission of questionable new converts) to be 
taken only by the N.C. after probationary period.

5) No adoption of “Groups” without very full discussion by N.C. e.g. Glasgow, London etc.

6) Foreign delegacies to be decided on by full N.C. in light of many circumstances e.g. finance



7) Editorial participation in other journals to be decided on by N.C.

8) Fairly regular political discussion by the Group as a whole.

9) Aggregates on major topics e.g. Sino-Soviet Quarrel.

10) Exclusion of “sympathisers” from important inner-group meetings, e.g. extended N.C., etc. 
An extended N.C. can become a distended N.C.

11) A discussion on the above points

I have no doubt that when I have sent this brief document I shall think of other things. I am 
aware that I have said some straightforward comments, and that the discussion will engender 
others equally direct. There is not, within experience, any other way of arriving at the truth, and 
no other way of building what we all want – a Revolutionary Party in Britain, affiliated to the 4 th. 
International.

F.M (Sheffield)

19/8/64


